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XML: Visual QuickStart Guide (2nd Edition)Peachpit Press, 2008

	What is XML? XML, or eXtensible Markup Language, is a specification for storing information. It is also a specification for describing the structure of that information. And while XML is a markup language (just like HTML), XML has no tags of its own. It allows the person writing the XML to create whatever tags they need....
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Computer NetworkingPearson Education, 2020

	Welcome to the eighth edition of Computer Networking: A Top-Down Approach.

	Since the publication of the first edition 20 years ago, our book has been adopted

	for use at many hundreds of colleges and universities, translated into 14 languages,

	and used by many hundreds of thousands students and practitioners worldwide. We’ve...
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Designing Secure Web-Based Applications for Microsoft(r) Windows(r) 2000Microsoft Press, 2000
Although numerous books on security are available, many of them cover only theory or perhaps a security silo—that is, an island of security based on a particular tool, application, or technology. It should be obvious that no complete security solution is a silo; all secure business applications touch many tools and many technologies. Also,...
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Intelligent Document Retrieval: Exploiting Markup StructureSpringer, 2005
Collections of digital documents can nowadays be found everywhere in institutions, universities or companies. Examples are Web sites or intranets. But searching them for information can still be painful. Searches often return either large numbers of matches or no suitable matches at all. Such document collections can vary a lot in size and how much...
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Practical Neo4jApress, 2014

	Why have developers at places like Facebook and Twitter increasingly turned to graph databases to manage their highly connected big data? The short answer is that graphs offer superior speed and flexibility to get the job done.


	
		It’s time you added skills in graph databases to your toolkit....
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A Statistical Guide for the Ethically PerplexedCRC Press, 2012

	For disciplines concerned with human well-being, such as medicine, psychology, and law, statistics must be used in accordance with standards for ethical practice. A Statistical Guide for the Ethically Perplexed illustrates the proper use of probabilistic and statistical reasoning in the behavioral, social, and biomedical...
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German Philosophy: A Very Short Introduction (Very Short Introductions)Oxford University Press, 2010

	German philosophy stands at the center of modern thought. Without Kant, Frege, Wittgenstein, and Husserl there would be no Anglo-American "analytical" style of philosophy. And without Kant, Hegel, Marx, Nietzsche, and Heidegger, the "Continental Philosophy" of Derrida, Foucault, Deleuze, Badiou, and Zizek is...
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Heat Seeker (Elite Ops)St Martin Press, 2009


John Vincent has always led a life of danger, and now he has every reason to want to remain as dead as the obituary in the Australian papers had proclaimed him to be. He’d left nothing behind in the life he had once led—except for one woman, and one night of unforgettable passion. Now, both will return to haunt...
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WSH and ADSI Administrative ScriptingSams Publishing, 2001

	This book is intended to help you, the network administrator, make your job somewhat easier by teaching you to script and automate many of your administrative tasks. As you are well aware, mundane chores such as adding user, group, and computer accounts take more time than they should. The tasks of mapping network shares and creating login...
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Programming Microsoft SQL Server 2000 With XML (Pro-Developer)Microsoft Press, 2001
 Over the past few years, XML has emerged as the computer world’s favorite three-letter acronym. At first, XML was a curiosity about which a few technological boffins were getting a little over-excited—an interesting technology looking for a place to happen. Gradually, however, developers came to realize the enormous potential of a...
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Panoramic Radiology: Seminars on Maxillofacial Imaging and InterpretationSpringer, 2007
During a Chicago Midwinter Dental meeting some years ago, I was asked by representatives from Panoramic Corporation to recommend a good general textbook on panoramic radiography. I was informed there is a great deal of interest within the dental profession in obtaining clinically relevant information on how to achieve the maximum diagnostic yield...
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CMOS Circuit Design, Layout, and Simulation, 3rd Edition (IEEE Press Series on Microelectronic Systems)John Wiley & Sons, 2010

	CMOS (complementary metal oxide semiconductor) technology continues to be the dominant technology for fabricating integrated circuits (ICs or chips). This dominance will likely continue for the next 25 years and perhaps even longer. Why? CMOS technology is reliable, manufacturable, low power, low cost, and, perhaps most importantly, scalable....
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